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About This Game

You are inside a maze, but you cannot see the maze, you only can see your position inside the maze, use your memory to keep
the track of the maze and reach the goal.

Keys:

 You only can move horizontal or vertical (not diagonal)

 The indicator of your position turns red when you touch a wall

Non-Linear gameplay, you can skip some levels if you want to.
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Title: BlindMaze
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Alfa-Omega
Publisher:
Alfa-Omega
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or better

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5500, Gforce 8800gt

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 30 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Dutch,H
ungarian,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Turk
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blind maze team building game. colour blind maze. blind maze di heather parisi. blind maze film. supaplex blind maze. survivor
blind maze. blind maze puzzle. blind maze activity. blind maze game. blind maze design. blind maze heather parisi. color blind
maze. blind maze ktane

Simple and a touch repetitive, but a nice way to relax! Sometimes the same objects tend to be in the same locations over and
over again, which lessens the challenge a bit. And with the way some of them are situated, it is quite a challenge at times! I
really rather enjoy the chest-opening minigames. The story could be a little more intense, and the writing a bit clearer, but the
play itself is about what one should expect. Free game, no worries.. version of tokyo jungle. An excellent hacking game that
reminds me of the fun I had when I played Uplink. I love that it tries to emulate a shell, it has a pretty decent story, and some of
the puzzles are almost ARG-level difficulty. With that said, it does suck that it is mostly linear gameplay, so not much room for
replayability once you've gone through it.. Got this on the Halloween sale, and it's the best money I've ever spent! The game is
really charming, straight forward and humorous. There are a few things that could be improved though, but they're not very
important for the full experience of this game.

I started playing it yesterday after having absolutely nothing to do, and I got stuck in front of the screen for over 4 hours! That
rarely happens for me when I try out a new game!

Even though I got this on sale, it's easily worth its original pricing! Just do it! Get it!. I would recommend this game for some
simple reasons if you like puzzle and you are a little geeky and know the basics of programming u should buy it and finish it its
not simple or dificult its avarege

10/10 would buy again. A pleasant surprise and a great show for the developer's first game. The combat mechanics are
reminiscent of former beloved titles like Valkyrie Profile and takes additional inspiration from a wide variety of places. The
gameplay overall has an equally well-thought out inspirational pedigree with only a slight stiffness in platforming sections and in
a handful of the animations being potential downsides. The story and dialogue have, keeping in mind that I am only a few hours
in, been a little shallower than expected but compliment the game nicely and draw enough investment to make me ask for more.

While the above may make the game sound like an average indie RPG title, it's, thus far, how all of the elements come together
that make this game something special. A handful of simple core mechanics are utilized in such a way that demands a large
amount of thought and consideration from the player without needlessly overwhelming them and it's been a refreshing change
from other RPGs I have played recently. Albeit having had to sit through a rather lengthy bit of tutorial to be introduced to said
mechanics, I found the end result to be simple and copacetic, natural in how it confers information and interfaces with the
player. It's a deeper and more complex RPG put into the skin of a modern, sleek indie game.

This is not a flawless title, but it is one that deserves consideration and serious appreciation. I will be looking forward to what
the developers continue to produce.. This game is just a major nostalgia hit for me. Almost 2 decades ago i started playing this
and i only just managed to find this as it was on my steam queue. I remember playing this for weeks at a time trying to complete
all the objectives.
The idea of the game is to do things in cdifferent orders to find new combinations of ruling the world as God himself. It's a
short but entertaining game, however it does only seem to run win Windows 95 compatibility mode for me.
Worth giving it a go, especially when on sale.
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Absolute over-the-top fantasy crusader style cheese, and feels like its right at home for fans of dawn of war and Warhammer
40'000 stuff.. This is the worst game I have ever played...PERIOD!

Ring...ring... Hello, this is Dark Souls.
Hey, Dark Souls, can you help me be a better game.
Sorry, Blade &Bones but I Just deleted you from my Hard Drive. Just can't afford to waste the Space.
That's okay, I'll call Lords of the Fallen I'm sure they'll have some good advice.. Pff, It's Pff so u know what i mean. An
unforgettable classic that still brings up the enjoyement of crushing innocent pedestrians.. port, good game, has controls that
take forever to find at first, and you have to play on phone resolution, get this for your phone, not pc.. I've managed to complete
the game on normal in a little over an hour and I have to say this is the second best MBG game I've played after SSDD.

It's fun, silly and fast but also very challenging. Normal was doable but I strongly believe Hard and Serious must be insane.

I recommend it for a fair price. The content is little but makes up for it with the replayability.
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